PrOlix® Tech Tips: Cleaning Suggestions
_____________________________________________________________
Tools needed:
Manufacturer’s original owners manual (if available);
PrOlix® #1 Total Gun Care Product (TGCP) and PrOlix® XTRA-T™ LUBE;
J-B’s Bore Cleaner(s) (PrO item #184);
Cleaning Kit with proper size Rod (SS-Stainless Steel) and tips (Brass or SS) for Bore size;*
Bore Light;
Guide, Cleaning Rod or Muzzle;
Shop towel or Gunsmiths bench/Cleaning Pad (PrO item(s) #177Small & #177Large);
Patches (GI style for general wiping; Fiber material for cleaning the bore, as PrO item #182);
Parts Cleaning Brush, (1) M-16 style (PrO item #179); (2) SD PipeC/Brush (PrO item #178);
Brass(Bronze) or Steel Wool ‘0000’ or finer; get one of each with (PrO item #179W);
Short wooden dowel (sharpen like a pencil);
Cleaning pan, various sizes for whatever your needs are to soak parts; (See website for ideas)!
(*PrOlix® has a SS Universal Field Kit for .22-10GA PrO item #181)

Cleaning:

NOTE: Best to not MIX DryLubricants with ANY OTHER Lubricant!?!

First, place firearm on a shop towel or gunsmiths pad and take down according to the
manufacturer’s instructions or to a point that you are capable. One of the advantages of using
our product, PrOlix® TGCP, is that you don’t have to take the firearm apart at all; it will get
down into the smallest of spaces, Clean and Lubricate all by its self! That is with your great help!
Next, lightly, tap the short wooden dowel into the muzzle and making sure you have it supported,
stand the firearm upright on this dowel (in a can or cleaning pan) and pour the bore full of the
PrOlix® TGCP, close the bolt (or use foil to cap the pistol barrel). Let set for fifteen minutes or
days if necessary, while you clean the other parts. Make sure the PrOlix® TGCP doesn’t leak
out, it will leak until the dowel swells and seals! Then remove the wooden dowel, letting the
cleaner run into the can or pan and take the cleaning rod and proper jag-tip or brush, soak it good,
and run it thru the bore until clean. Always, do the cleaning from the breach end and use a Rod
Guide in place of the bolt or a muzzle guide if you can’t clean from the breach! If it is fouled or
in real bad shape, generally, you can take J-B’s Bore Cleaner thinned out with PrOlix® TGCP on
a worn brush wrapped with a Fiber type cleaning patch to clear the bore and then go back to the
wooden dowel and let the bore soak again! Once clean (check with bore light) and clear, you are
ready to clean the outside and store, display, or ready for a trip to the range! The outside should
be wiped or sprayed (liberally) with PrOlix® TGCP, let set awhile then soak again and if there is
build up or rust spots use the ‘0000’ Brass/Steel Wool and the Cleaning Brushes, as the other
PrOlix® TGCP info notes, it won’t harm wood! Clean to your satisfaction with well saturated
Patches or a Shop rag! If you soak the parts using PrOlix® TGCP, it can be poured back into the
original container, using a funnel packed with Cheese-Cloth (PrO item #180), and used over and
over again until there is nothing remaining or it gets thick and un-usable! Even, when it looks
dirty, it still works for the first step cleaning, BUT remember to use clean Patches/Rags soaked
with PrOlix® TGCP for the final wipe down! You are now ready to store/display or if you go to
the range, be sure and take the PrOlix® TGCP and treat the bore while hot! This will coat the
bore, deeply, and help to cut-down any fouling and make each cleaning get easier and easier!
Remember, PrOlix® TGCP WILL NOT refinish or repair any damaged wood or metal!!!
PrOlix® TGCP will clean, protect, and enhance ANY FINISH it’s applied to and WILL prevent
rust from returning! Remember, final step: leave all metal surfaces WET; it will turn to the DRY
LUBE skin of protection! So, go ahead now…and let PrOlix® TGCP amaze you, too! The Best
test is yours!! If you need additional Help or Have a question, please give us a CALL! PJL©0716
PrOlix® Lubricants - 800.248.LUBE - 800.248.5823 – prolix@prolixlubricant.com – www.prolixlubricant.com

